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Abstract—Shared autonomy provides an effective framework for human-robot collaboration that takes advantage of the complementary strengths of humans and robots to achieve common goals. Many existing approaches to shared autonomy make restrictive assumptions that the goal space, environment dynamics, or human policy are known a priori, or are limited to discrete action spaces, preventing those methods from scaling to complicated real world environments. We propose a model-free, residual policy learning algorithm for shared autonomy that alleviates the need for these assumptions. Our agents are trained to minimally adjust the human’s actions such that a set of goal-agnostic constraints are satisfied. We test our method in two continuous control environments: Lunar Lander, a 2D flight control domain, and a 6-DOF quadrotor reaching task. In experiments with human and surrogate pilots, our method significantly improves task performance without any knowledge of the human’s goal beyond the constraints. These results highlight the ability of model-free deep reinforcement learning to realize assistive agents suited to continuous control settings with little knowledge of user intent.

I. INTRODUCTION

Existing robot systems designed for unprepared environments generally provide one of two operating modes—full teleoperation (primarily in the field) or full autonomy (primarily in the lab). Teleoperation places significant cognitive load on the user. They must reason over both high- and low-level objectives and control the robot’s low-level degrees-of-freedom using often unintuitive interfaces, while also interpreting the robot’s various sensor streams. Tasks amenable to full autonomy are inhibited by a robot’s limited proficiency at intervention (grasping and manipulation), long-term planning, and adapting to dynamic, cluttered environments. The ability to function in the continuum that exists between full teleoperation and full autonomy would enable operations that couple the complementary capabilities of humans and robots, improving the efficiency and effectiveness of human-robot collaboration.

Shared autonomy [3] provides a framework for human-robot collaboration that takes advantage of the complementary strengths of humans and robots to achieve common goals. It may take the form of shared control, whereby the user and agent both control the same physical platform [4] [15] [16] [21] [42], or human-robot teaming, whereby humans and robots operate independently [22] [24] towards a shared goal. Early work in shared autonomy assumes that the user’s goals are known to the agent, which is rarely realized in practice. Recent methods instead infer the user’s goal from their actions and environment observations [16] [23] [25] [36] [59]. These methods often assume a priori knowledge of the environment dynamics and the set of possible goals, and require access to demonstrations or the user’s policy for achieving each goal.

These assumptions can be limiting in practice, preventing the use of shared autonomy beyond simple tasks performed in structured, uncluttered environments. For example, estimating environment dynamics can be harder than learning to solve the task itself. Additionally, the goal space may be large, unknown, or may change over time. This will make it difficult or impossible to accurately infer the user’s goal or learn the user’s policy for each goal. At best, the tendency for goal inference to require the user to get close to the goal diminishes the advantages of shared autonomy. Inspired by the work of Reddy et al. [41] and Broad et al. [10], we seek to extend shared autonomy to more complicated domains through a framework in which the agent has no knowledge of the environment dynamics, the space of goals, or the user’s intent.

To that end, we adopt a model-free deep reinforcement learning (RL) approach to shared autonomy. Model-free deep RL has achieved great success on many complicated tasks such end-to-end sensor-based control [35], and robot manipulation and control [17] [32] [33] [44] [45] [50]. We avoid assuming knowledge of human’s reward function or the space of goals and...
Instead focus on maintaining a set of goal-agnostic constraints. For example, a human driver is expected to follow traffic laws and not collide with other vehicles, pedestrians, or objects regardless of the destination or task. This idea is naturally captured by having the agent act to satisfy some criteria or set of constraints relevant to multiple tasks within the environment. Without knowing the task at hand, the robot should attempt to minimally intervene while maintaining these constraints.

Shared autonomy methods differ in the manner in which the agent augments the control of the user, which requires balancing the advantages of increased levels of agent autonomy with a human’s desire to maintain control authority [27]. This complicates the use of standard deep reinforcement learning approaches, which traditionally assume full autonomy. In an effort to satisfy the user’s control preference, we approach shared autonomy from the perspective of residual policy learning [26, 47], which learns residual (corrective) actions that adapt a nominal “hard-coded” policy. In our case, the (unknown) human policy plays the role of the nominal policy that the residual shared autonomy agent corrects to improve performance. We find this to be a natural way to combine continuous control inputs from a human and an agent.

Using this method, we are able to create robotic assistants that improve task performance across a variety of human and simulated actors, while also maintaining a set of safety constraints. Specifically, we apply our method in two assistive control environments: Lunar Lander and a 6-DOF quadrotor reaching task. For each task, we conduct experiments with human operators as well as with surrogate pilots that are handicapped in ways representative of human control. Trained only to satisfy a constraint on not crashing, we find that our method drastically improves task performance and reduces the number of catastrophic failures. Videos and code can be found at https://tic.uchicago.edu/~cbschaff/rsa/.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a long history of work in shared autonomy across a variety of domains including remote telepresence [14, 21, 42], assistive robotic manipulation [28, 36, 43], and assistive navigation [8, 20]. Early work assumes that the user’s goal is known [13, 29, 42, 51] to the agent. Recent methods relax this assumption and instead treat the user’s goal as a latent random variable, for example, by modeling shared autonomy as a relaxation of a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [25]. These methods [11, 11, 16, 23, 29, 31, 34, 36, 39, 52] exploit the user’s actions and environment observations to infer the user’s goal. Common approaches to predicting the user’s goal formulate the problem in the context of Bayesian inference [1, 23, 31, 34], while many others use inverse reinforcement learning [2, 40, 53]. These approaches typically assume knowledge of the environment dynamics, the space of goals, or the user’s goal-dependent policy. However, these assumptions are often invalid in practice. One may only have noisy observations of the state (e.g., images and language), and the dynamics are typically unknown and may be more difficult to estimate than the target policy itself. Further, the space of goals may be unstructured.

Our work is inspired by recent work by Reddy et al. [41] and Broad et al. [10]. Reddy et al. [41] attempts to remove some of these assumptions by using model-free deep reinforcement learning. Specifically, they do not assume knowledge of transition dynamics or the space of user goals. Instead, they assume that the agent has access to a reward function relevant for all tasks in the environment and that the user provides task-specific feedback about the agent’s performance at the end of each episode. They use this feedback to learn the optimal Q-function for each task. The agent takes the action that is closest to the human’s action while being within a specified distance from the optimal action. However, the sample complexity of model-free deep reinforcement learning techniques is quite poor and it may be taxing or infeasible to require user feedback after each episode. Additionally, the assistant is trained separately for each task. Providing assistance for another task requires addition training. Additionally, the method is restricted to domains with discrete action spaces.

Broad et al. [10] take a different approach to shared autonomy, using outer-loop stabilization to share control. They compare human actions to an optimal controller and only execute the human action when it is sufficiently close to the optimal control for the task. They do not assume knowledge of the environment dynamics and instead learn a dynamics model directly from human data. They use this model in a model predictive control framework to derive their optimal controller. This approach is applicable to continuous action spaces, but they assume full knowledge of the user’s goal (i.e., the reward function) in order to derive their optimal controller.

Within the realm of shared autonomy, methods differ in how the agent’s control authority interacts with the user’s inputs. One approach is to explicitly switch from user control to full autonomy when certain conditions occur (e.g., when the goal prediction likelihood exceeds a threshold) [29]. In an effort to provide the user with more control, other methods seek to minimally augment user control to satisfy particular conditions (e.g., collision-avoidance) [11, 13, 20, 28] or to obey constraints [1, 6, 7, 18, 31, 46]. Along these lines, policy blending [16] uses an arbitration function to combine the user’s input with the agent’s predictions. We similarly seek to maintain the user’s control authority by treating the agent’s actions as minimal corrective actions necessary to satisfy constraints that generalize across tasks. However, we do not assume knowledge of the environment dynamics or the space of goals.

Our work builds off of a recent advance in reinforcement learning for robotics: residual policy learning [26, 47]. Residual policy learning improves upon an initial policy by learning residual actions that are added to the actions of the initial policy. This can greatly reduce sample complexity in tasks where a decent but not great controller can be easily obtained. Our approach, however, leverages this as a way to share control between two agents. Our robotic assistant learns a residual action that is added to the action of the human. We can then constrain the assistant by regularizing the size of the residual.
III. BACKGROUND

Before introducing our method, we first present relevant background material in reinforcement learning, shared autonomy, residual policy learning, and constrained MDPs.

A. Reinforcement Learning

In reinforcement learning [48], an agent interacts with a Markov Decision Process (MDP) defined by the tuple $\mathcal{M} = \{S, A, T, R, \gamma\}$, with state space $S$, action space $A$, transition function $T: S \times A \rightarrow \Delta(S)$ that maps state-action pairs to a distribution over next states, reward function $R: S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, and discount factor $\gamma \in [0, 1)$.

At each timestep, the agent observes the state $s \in S$ and selects an action $a \in A$. The environment then transitions to a new state $s' \sim T(s, a)$ and the agent receives a reward $R(s, a)$. The goal of the agent is to find a policy $\pi: S \rightarrow \Delta(A)$ that maximizes the discounted sum of rewards, $J(\pi) = \mathbb{E}_\pi[\sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t R(s_t, a_t)]$. We can write this objective as

$$\pi^* = \arg \max_{\pi} \mathbb{E}_\pi \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{T} \gamma^t R(s_t, a_t) \right].$$

In this work, we use policy gradient-based methods [49] to find an optimal policy. We assume that our policy is parameterized by a vector $\theta$, and compute the gradient of the objective $J(\pi_\theta)$ w.r.t. $\theta$ using the log-likelihood trick:

$$\nabla_{\theta} J(\pi_\theta) = \mathbb{E}_\pi \left[ \nabla_{\pi} \log \pi_\theta(s_t) \sum_{t=0}^{T} \gamma^t R(s_t, a_t) \right].$$

We can then optimize $\theta$ and, in turn, the policy by acting under $\pi_\theta$ and using stochastic gradient ascent. In this work, we build upon a slightly more sophisticated version of policy gradients called Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [45], which provides improved efficiency and robustness.

B. Shared Autonomy

In shared autonomy, a human and an agent share control of a system to achieve a common goal $g \in G$ from the space of possible goals $G$. When the goal is known to the agent, the problem can be formulated as an MDP $\mathcal{M} = \{S \times G \times A_h, A_r, T, R, \gamma\}$ in which the goal and the human action are part of the state space. Here, we differentiate between the action spaces of the human $A_h$ and that of the robot $A_r$. In practice, however, the goal is often not known to the agent. Existing methods mitigate this by treating the user’s goal as a latent random variable that is then inferred from observations [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

In particular, the problem can be formulated as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [25], $\mathcal{M}_r = \{S \times G \times A_h, A_r, T, R, \Omega, O, \gamma\}$, where $\Omega = S \times A_h$ is the observation space and $O: S \times G \times A_h \rightarrow \Delta(\Omega)$ is the observation function. In this case, the observation function just returns the state without goal information. Existing approaches exploit environment observations to infer the user’s goal using inverse reinforcement learning [2, 37] or hindsight optimization [25], among others. This often requires the assumption that the goal space $G$, transition function $T$, or human policy $\pi_h$ are known. We do not make such assumptions.

C. Residual Policy Learning

Residual policy learning [26, 47] attempts to use a baseline policy $\pi_0$ to reduce the sample complexity of reinforcement learning methods. The learned policy acts by adding a “residual” (corrective) action $a_r \sim \pi_r(s, a_0)$ to the action $a_0 \sim \pi_0(s)$ provided by the nominal policy. Formally, the residual agent acts in an MDP with state space and transition dynamics augmented by $\pi_0$; $\mathcal{M} = \{S \times A_h, A_r, T', R, \gamma\}$, where $T'(s, a_0 + a_r, s') = T(s, a_0 + a_r, s')\mathbb{P}(a_0|\pi_0(s'))$.

The residual agent can be trained using any reinforcement learning algorithm that allows for continuous action spaces. One can think of residual policy learning as biasing exploration towards the state distribution of $\pi_0$. A reduction in the sample complexity required for training can be explained by a reduction in the exploration required to obtain high reward. In our work, $\pi_0$ is replaced with a human actor.

D. Constrained MDPs

A constrained Markov decision process (CMDP) [5] is a multi-objective MDP with a set of constraints that the policy must satisfy. Let $C = \{C_1, \ldots, C_m\}$ be a set of $m$ cost functions of the form: $C_i: S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$. Let $J_{C_i}(\pi) = \mathbb{E}_\pi[\sum_{t} \gamma^t C_i(s_t, a_t)]$ be the expected discounted cost under policy $\pi$ with respect to $C_i$. Let $d_i \in \mathbb{R}$ be a constant threshold associated with cost $C_i$. One can then define $\Pi_C$ to be the set of policies that satisfy all constraints:

$$\Pi_C = \{\pi: \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}, J_{C_i}(\pi) \leq d_i\}.$$  

In constrained MDPs, the goal is to find a policy $\pi \in \Pi_C$ that maximizes the discounted sum of rewards

$$\pi^* = \arg \max_{\pi \in \Pi_C} \mathbb{E}_\pi \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{T} \gamma^t R(s_t, a_t) \right].$$

while satisfying the constraints.

IV. METHOD

In this section, we describe our method for residual shared autonomy. An overview of our method can be found in Figure 2.
A. Problem Statement

Recall from the previous section that we are operating in an MDP with the following form: \( M = (S \times G \times A, A_r, T, R, \gamma) \). When goal information is unavailable, we can think of this as a POMDP in which the current goal is hidden from the agent. Shared autonomy requires some mechanism that integrates the agent’s control authority with that of the human. In this work, we formulate this arbitration in the context of residual goal-specific information if desired.

In order to consider domains with environment dynamics \( T \) that are unknown and possibly difficult to learn, we take a model-free approach to shared autonomy. To enable operation without any knowledge of the goal space \( G \), we assume access to a set of goal-agnostic constraints, \( C = \{ C_1, \ldots, C_m \} \), that should be satisfied. In the case of driving, example constraints would encourage avoiding collisions, staying in the lane, etc. This formulation naturally applies to domains with continuous action spaces and offers the additional advantage that regularizing the residual encourages the agent to endow more control authority to the human whenever possible.

Formally, given an unknown human policy \( \pi_h \), a set of constraints \( C = \{ C_1, \ldots, C_m \} \), and a set of corresponding thresholds \( D = \{ d_1, \ldots, d_m \} \), we learn the agent’s policy \( \pi_r(s, a_h) \) by optimizing the following objective:

\[
\pi_r^* = \arg \min_{\pi_r} \mathbb{E}_{s \sim \pi_h, a_h \sim C} [||a_r||] \\
\text{s.t. } \forall i, \mathbb{E}_{s \sim \pi_h, a_h \sim C} [C_i(s, a_h + a_r)] > d_i
\]  

While our formulation is applicable to arbitrary constraints, we focus on the setting in which all constraints can be expressed in a single goal-agnostic reward function: \( R_{\text{general}} \). We assume access to \( R_{\text{general}} \) and maintain a single constraint on the return:

\[
\pi_r^* = \arg \min_{\pi_r} \mathbb{E}_{s \sim \pi_h, a_h \sim C} [||a_r||] \\
\text{s.t. } J(\pi_r) > d
\]

Algorithm 1: Constrained Residual Shared Autonomy

Initial parameters: \( \pi_r^0, \lambda \) 
Initialize learning rates \( \alpha_h \) and \( \alpha_r \) 
Initialize rollout length \( T \).

while not converged do

for \( t \in \{1, \ldots, T\} \) do

Sample \( a_h^t \sim \hat{\pi}_h(s_t) \).
Sample \( a_r^t \sim \pi_r^\theta(s_t, a_h^t) \).
Execute action \( a_t = a_h^t + a_r^t \) in environment.

Observe \( s_{t+1} \) and \( r_t \).

end

Estimate losses \( L_\theta(\theta, \lambda) \) and \( L_\lambda(\theta, \lambda) \) using \( \{s_1, \ldots, s_T\}, \{a_r^1, \ldots, a_r^T\} \), and \( \{r_1, \ldots, r_T\} \).

\[ \theta \leftarrow \theta - \alpha_h \nabla_\theta L_\theta(\theta, \lambda), \] \[
\lambda \leftarrow \lambda + \alpha_r \nabla_\lambda L_\lambda(\theta, \lambda)
\]

end

where \( J(\pi_r) = \mathbb{E}_{s, a_r^h} \sum \gamma^i R_{\text{general}}(s_t, a_h^t + a_r^t) \). Writing out the Lagrangian of the above optimization problem, we obtain the following objective:

\[
\pi_r^* = \arg \min_{\pi_r} \max_{\lambda \geq 0} \{ \mathbb{E}_{s, a_r^h} [||a_r||] + \lambda (d - J(\pi_r)) \} \\
\]  

where \( \lambda \) is the Lagrangian multiplier.

B. Constrained Residual PPO for Shared Control

We simultaneously solve for \( \lambda^* \) and \( \pi_r^* \) using a constrained version of Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) \( [43] \). Specifically, we parameterize \( \pi_r \) in terms of a vector \( \theta \), denoted as \( \pi_r^\theta \). We then optimize over these parameters \( \theta \) by minimizing the following objective with stochastic gradient descent:

\[
L_\theta(\theta, \lambda) = \frac{1}{1 + \lambda} \mathbb{E}_{s, a_h^t, a_r^t} [||a_r||] + \frac{\lambda}{1 + \lambda} L_{\text{PPO}}(\pi_r^\theta),
\]  

where \( L_{\text{PPO}} \) is the surrogate object used in the PPO algorithm. We simultaneously optimize \( \lambda \) by maximizing the following objective with stochastic gradient ascent:

\[
L_\lambda(\theta, \lambda) = \text{softplus}(\lambda)(d - J(\pi_r^\theta)),
\]  

where \( \text{softplus}(x) = \log(1 + e^x) \) constrains \( \lambda \) to be positive. See Algorithm 1 for details.

C. Learning with a Human

Up until this point, we have ignored the effects of \( \pi_h \) on our algorithm. While it is possible to train with a human in the loop, the sample complexity of model-free reinforcement learning can be prohibitive, particularly with on-policy methods such as PPO. In order to reduce the cost of and speed up training, we train the shared autonomy agent using a surrogate policy \( \hat{\pi}_h \) in place of the human policy. This has been done with other model-free shared autonomy methods \( [41] \). There are many ways to formulate this surrogate policy; we believe should exhibit the following characteristics. First, when possible, we would like the agent to be able to assist several humans without the need to specialize or fine-tune to each
individual. Therefore, we want a surrogate policy that exhibits a diverse set of human-like strategies. Second, as mentioned earlier, we would like the agent to generalize across goals. Therefore, the surrogate policy should encourage the agent to explore the state space as much as possible.

Following these desiderata, we design a surrogate human policy by imitating a set of human actors. Specifically, we asked several people (9 for Lunar Lander and 14 for Drone Reacher) to perform the task and then trained a surrogate agent for each participant using behavioral cloning [9]. We then used all of the models to train our agent, switching between them periodically during training. Despite the fact that the learned models performed very poorly on the given tasks, we found this approach to greatly improve the robustness of the agent over other surrogates, such as using an optimal policy or an optimal policy that has been handicapped to be more “human-like” (i.e., by adding noise or by adding latency by forcing it to repeat actions), as has been done elsewhere [41].

V. Results

We evaluate the effectiveness of our shared autonomy algorithm through three control tasks (Fig. 3):

Lunar Lander: A 2D continuous control environment from OpenAI Gym [12]. The goal of the game is to land a small spaceship at a specified location on an uneven ground without crashing. The terrain, goal location, and initial velocity vary randomly between episodes. Each episode ends when the spaceship lands and becomes idle, crashes, flies out of bounds, or a timeout of 1000 steps is reached. The state space is 8-dimensional, consisting of the position, velocity, angular position, angular velocity, and whether or not each leg is in contact with the ground. The two-dimensional action space consists of vertical and lateral thrusts, both of which are continuous. \( R_{\text{general}} \) penalizes crashing, going out of bounds, and has a small penalty on fuel usage. A shaping term encourages exploration of policies that have low velocity and stay upright. \( R_g \) rewards landing at the goal. For all three tasks, \( R_g \) is only used to train the surrogate human policies.

Lunar Reacher: A modified version of Lunar Lander. The state and action spaces as well as the dynamics remain the same, but the goal is now to fly to a specified target. We use this task to test the generalization of our trained agents across a wider range of goals. \( R_{\text{general}} \) is the same as Lunar Lander and \( R_g \) rewards the agent for reaching the target. A similar environment was designed and used by Broad et al. [10].

Drone Reacher: A simulated environment in which a human must fly a 6-DOF quadrotor to a random floating target. The state space is 15-dimensional, encoding the drone’s position, orientation, linear velocity, and angular velocity, and the goal position. The action space is four-dimensional and continuous, including thrust along the \( z \)-axis of the drone and torque along the \( x \)-, \( y \)-, and \( z \)-axes of the drone. The simulator applies a small amount of random force and torque to the drone to emulate external disturbances (e.g., wind gusts). Each episode ends when the target is reached, the drone crashes or flies out of bounds, or a timeout is reached. \( R_{\text{general}} \) penalizes crashing and going out of bounds. It also has a shaping term to encourage exploration of policies that have low velocity and achieve level flight (pitch and roll near zero). \( R_g \) rewards the agent for reaching the target.

In all three domains, we refer to the human operator as the pilot and the agent as the copilot. We evaluate the effectiveness of our copilots both quantitatively and qualitatively. To do so, we compare the performance of different simulated pilots when operating with and without the assistance of a copilot, and by conducting experiments in which human subjects are asked to complete the various tasks with and without assistance.

We emphasize that in every domain, we train the copilot with no knowledge of the specific task objectives and that the same copilot is used for all pilots. We do not fine-tune or otherwise specialize the copilot for a given pilot or task.

A. Experimental Details

We first collect user demonstrations for each environment to train our surrogate human policies. For Lunar Lander, we collected 100 episodes from 9 participants. All participants were allowed to familiarize themselves with the environment as long as they wanted before data was collected. For Drone Reacher, we collected 30 episodes from 14 participants in the same manner. We then train a three-layer neural network with 128 hidden units per layer using behavioral cloning to imitate each participant. Importantly, participants were novices and the imitation agents learned to make “human-like” errors, which is valuable when training the copilot. While training the copilot, our surrogate human policy \( \hat{\pi}_h \) randomly switched between imitation agents at each timestep with probability 0.001.
We model the copilot as a three-layer neural network with 128 hidden units per layer. The network has two heads, one for the policy (outputting the mean and variance of a Gaussian distribution) and one for the value function. We trained the network according to the procedure outlined in Algorithm 1 for 100 M timesteps. As with other residual policy learning approaches, we use a warm-up period of 100 K timesteps in which the copilot outputs zeros and the network is trained to estimate the value function of the surrogate pilot. We decayed the learning rates $\alpha_\theta$ and $\alpha_\lambda$ every 20 M timesteps by a factor of $\sqrt{\frac{1}{10}}$.

To generate simulated pilots, we trained an RL agent for each task using PPO [45] for Drone Reacher and TD3 [19] for Lunar Lander. We then handicap the trained pilots in a similar fashion to Reddy et al. [41] to create a Laggy Pilot and a Noisy Pilot. The laggy pilot is forced to repeat its previous action with probability 0.8. The noisy pilot takes a uniform random action with probability 0.5 and otherwise takes an action drawn from the optimal policy.

### B. Effects of Diverse Pilots in Lunar Lander Domain

We first test our method with a variety of simulated agents on the Lunar Lander domain. Our goal is to understand the extent to which our copilots can assist different pilots as well as the effect that different surrogate human models have on training. To this end, we train separate copilots with each of the three surrogate human policies: a laggy pilot, a noisy pilot, and an imitation learning pilot. We identify copilots according to the pilot with which they are trained (e.g., laggy copilot). We then compare the performance of the laggy, noisy, and imitation pilots when operating with each copilot as well as with no assistance. We evaluate each pilot-copilot team for 1000 episodes. Detailed results can be found in Table 1.

Across all pilot and copilot pairs, pilots perform better in terms of all three metrics when operating with the assistance of our copilot than they do without assistance. Perhaps unsurprisingly, we find that the laggy and imitation pilots perform best when paired with the associated copilot. However, we found that the noisy copilot improved the performance of the laggy pilot significantly more than the laggy copilot. We hypothesize that the noisy pilot provides greater diversity during training, which leads to a superior copilot. Interestingly, Reddy et al. [41] Table 1 observed a similar phenomenon for the crash rate of their similarly defined laggy and noisy copilots. Additionally, we find that only the imitation copilot is able to prevent the imitation pilot from crashing. We explored training a copilot on a mixture of all three pilots, but initial experiments showed little improvement. We found slight performance gains for the laggy and noisy pilots, but a significant increase in the crash rate of the imitation pilot.

The above results empirically demonstrate that the pilot used during training has a large impact on the effectiveness of the copilot, which may pose challenges for our method on more complex tasks. There is a need for a training pilot that is “similar enough” to pilots seen at test time, and that simple human models like the laggy and noisy pilots do not effectively capture “human-like” behavior. Given that humans often adapt their behavior to robotic assistants, creating good human models can be a challenge. Future work might focus on how to make the copilot robust to any pilot it might encounter.

### C. Effects of Diverse Pilots in Drone Reacher Domain

In an effort to understand the effectiveness of our shared autonomy framework on more complex tasks, we train and evaluate different assistants in the Drone Reacher environment. Again, our goal is to see how well our copilots can assist different pilots and what effect the surrogate human model has on training. We evaluate each pilot-copilot team for 1000 episodes. Detailed results can be found in Table 1.

Again, we find that for most pilot and copilot pairs, pilots
perform better when operating with the assistance of a copilot than they do without assistance. However, we find that the noisy and imitation copilots are only marginally able to improve the performance of the laggy pilot. Additionally, the laggy copilot helps by providing a strong stabilizing force, preventing crashes at the expense of successes. However, even with this conservative approach, the laggy copilot is not able to completely prevent the imitation pilot from crashing. Only the imitation copilot is able to fully stabilize the imitation pilot. This matches the result from the Lunar Lander experiments, highlighting the need for selecting a training pilot that is sufficiently similar to pilots seen at test time.

D. Human Evaluation with Lunar Lander

We perform a series of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our shared autonomy agent when used to assist human pilots. For the shared autonomy agent, we use the Lunar Lander copilot that was trained with the imitation learning pilot. We did not fine-tune or otherwise specialize the copilot to the participants in any way. In addition to Lunar Lander, we additionally asked users to perform the Lunar Reacher task, where the goal is to fly the spaceship to a randomly chosen floating position. This task requires different strategies that were not observed during training, i.e., flying to a top corner of the screen. Our copilot has no knowledge of which task the user is performing.

We recruited 16 participants (all male, average age of 26) to perform the evaluation. We manipulate two variables: the task (Lunar Lander or Lunar Reacher) and the copilot. We ask users to interact with one of two assistants in each episode, one being our learned copilot and the other being a placebo copilot that does not modify their actions (i.e., \( a_T = 0 \)). The identity of the copilot is not known to user. To remove the confounding effect of the participants improving as they play, we randomize both the order of the tasks as well as the order of the copilots. Before each task, we allow the participant to practice without a copilot for 10 episodes, with the option to practice for another 10 episodes. We then allow the participant to practice with a copilot in the same way. Finally, we test the performance of the pilot-copilot pair over 20 episodes. We repeat the process for each copilot and task.

We measure the performance of the copilot both quantitatively and qualitatively. Quantitatively, we compare the success and crash rates of each pilot-copilot team. Qualitatively, we ask participants to rank their agreement with five statements about each assistant as well as five statements comparing the two assistants. Absolute statements declared that a copilot was “helpful,” “responsive,” “trustworthy,” “collaborated well,” and “performed consistently.” Relative statements declared that one copilot “made the task easier,” “was easier to learn,” “was more helpful,” “was preferred over,” and “was trusted more” than the other copilot. With all statements, the copilots were identified only as “copilot A” and “copilot B”. Participants reported their agreement on a five-point Likert scale.

Figure 4(a) visualizes the performance statistics for the Lunar Lander task. We find that our copilot significantly increases the success rate of the participants while also decreasing the
crash rate compared to the no-assistance setting. We perform a Welch $t$-test for the success rate of each participant and find a maximum $p$-value across participants of $p = 1.02 \times 10^{-5}$. Therefore, we can easily reject the null hypothesis that our copilot has no effect on performance. Qualitatively, as depicted in Figure 5(a) participants scored our copilot higher than the placebo in terms of helpfulness ($p = 2 \times 10^{-23}$), consistency ($p = 0.006$), responsiveness ($p = 7 \times 10^{-5}$), trustworthiness ($p = 3 \times 10^{-19}$), and sense of collaboration ($p = 5 \times 10^{-19}$). Interestingly, participants rated our copilot higher on consistency even though the placebo copilot very consistently did nothing. One explanation for this might be the participants’ unfamiliarity with the environment dynamics.

We find similar results in the Lunar Reacher environment (Fig. 4(b)), showing that our copilot is able to generalize across both tasks, despite having no explicit or implicit knowledge of the task. A Welch $t$-test for the success rate of each participant yields a maximum $p$-value across participants of $p = 0.004$. We find similar $p$-values for each qualitative question (Fig. 5(c)) except for consistency, which is barely significant ($p = 0.03$).

Additionally, in both Lunar Lander and Lunar Reacher, participants agreed strongly with comparative statements in favor of our copilot over the placebo. In Lunar Lander, every participant agreed (score of 4 or 5) that our copilot compared favorably to the placebo. In Lunar Reacher, there was unanimous agreement for comparative statements of ease, helpfulness, and trustworthiness.

We also find that our method compares favorably to Reddy et al. [41] in the Lunar Lander environment. Unlike our framework, [41] require access to the task reward function. Further, they fine-tune their copilot to each participant. Additionally, our human pilots had an average success rate of 90% while participants in [41] Fig. 3] succeeded between 30% and 80% of the time. We emphasize that this is not a strict comparison due to two main differences in the Lunar Lander environment: we use a continuous action space while their action space is discrete, and they make the environment easier by modifying the vehicle’s legs to make it more resistant to crashing on impact with the ground.

E. Human Evaluation with Drone Reacher

We performed a similar human evaluation in the Drone Reacher environment with 16 participants (14 male and 2 female, average age of 27). We again test our copilot trained with the imitation learning surrogate human policy. We compare the participants’ performance when operating the drone with our learned copilot and a placebo copilot (i.e., $a_r \equiv 0$). In order to remove the confounding effect of the participants improving as they play, we randomize the order in which participants interact with each copilot. The structure of this evaluation is the same as that of Lunar Lander and Lunar Reacher: participants were evaluated with our copilot and a placebo copilot for 20 episodes, after practicing alone and with both copilots. At the conclusion, participants were asked to rate their agreement with the same five absolute and five comparative statements.

As evident in Figure 4(c), we find that our copilot increases the success rate of the participants while significantly decreasing the crash rate compared to the placebo copilot. We perform a Welch $t$-test for the success and crash rates of each participant. We find that at a confidence level of $p = 0.05$, 7 participants significantly improved their success rate and 11 participants significantly improved their crash rate. Qualitatively, we found that participants scored our copilot higher than the placebo in terms of helpfulness ($p = 0.0005$), trustworthiness ($p = 0.01$), and sense of collaboration ($p = 0.0004$). Additionally, participants agreed with comparative statements in favor of our copilot over the placebo, giving an average score of 4 or greater for all measures. One common observation was that our copilot often overrode user commands in favor of stabilizing the drone, leading to more timeouts at the task.

VI. Conclusion

We have proposed a residual policy learning framework for shared autonomy with continuous action spaces. Our method does not assume knowledge of the environment dynamics, the space of possible goals, user policies, or require any task specific-knowledge. We only assume that there exists some reward function $R_{\text{general}}$ that expresses goal-agnostic objectives common to a diversity of tasks. Our method learns an assistive agent optimized to minimize its interference while satisfying a predefined set of constraints on the goal-agnostic reward. This effectively endows the human with the responsibility for goal-specific actions, while allowing the agent to correct these actions when they would violate a goal-agnostic constraint.

We evaluated our method on three continuous control tasks: Lunar Lander, Lunar Reacher, and Drone Reacher (a reaching task with a quadrotor drone simulator). We find that our learned agents greatly improve the performance of both simulated actors and human operators. Additionally, humans qualitatively rank our agent significantly higher than a placebo agent that does not provide assistance.

One limitation of our work is the need for a human model during training. This can be difficult to engineer given that humans adapt their behavior to the assistant. A possible direction for future work is to make the learned agent less sensitive to the human model used during training and therefore make it more robust to different users and tasks. Additionally, the model-free nature of our framework brings with it greater sample complexity. While similar model-free shared autonomy methods have been shown to be applicable to real hardware [41], future work will explore recent results in sim-to-real transfer for complex control tasks [38, 50] as a means of extending our method to physical robots. Further, while we tested our algorithm in environments that required stabilizing flight, our algorithm could be applied to other applications such as assisted driving or manipulation.
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